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Abstract: This paper explores a vacant spot in the Cold War history of science: the development of research activities in the physical environmental sciences and in nuclear science and technology in Greenland. In the post-war period, scientific exploration of the polar areas became a strategically important element in American and Soviet defence policy. Particularly geophysical fields like meteorology, geology, seismology, oceanography, and others profited greatly from military interest. While Denmark maintained formal sovereignty over Greenland, research activities were strongly dominated by U.S. military interests. This paper sets out to summarize the limited current state of knowledge about activities in the environmental physical sciences in Greenland and their entanglement with military, geopolitical, and colonial interests of both the USA and Denmark. We describe geophysical research in the Cold War in Greenland as a multidimensional colonial endeavour. In a period of decolonization after World War II, Greenland, being a Danish colony, became additionally colonized by the American military. Concurrently, in a period of emerging scientific internationalism, the U.S. military “colonized” geophysical research in the Arctic, which increasingly became subject to military directions, culture, and rules.
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Introduction

Cold War science and technology have gained considerable attention in recent years. During and after World War II, the links between science, technology, and foreign policy tightened considerably and spurred an enormous expansion of military funded research, particularly in the USA. The U.S. government aimed at projecting and consolidating its power in the international domain. International relations between scientists and scientific bodies provided a pre-established platform for the extension of political control by integrating science and technology into foreign affairs.\(^2\) In Europe, science and technology played an important role not only in the reconstruction of European nation states and the forging of supranational organizations and identities, but also as symbols of modernity and a new, more rational world order.\(^3\)

During and after World War II, U.S. foreign and defence policy interests led to the creation of numerous new, permanent institutions designed to assess or manipulate international science to benefit U.S. national security. By 1950, the Office of Scientific Intelligence of the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), the Science Advisor’s office within the Department of State, and the Research and Development Board (RDB) of the Department of Defense had emerged along with a large number of other more specialized bodies. These bodies created, stimulated, or

---


controlled a large share of research activities in the Cold War period in the applied as well as in the basic sciences. Among the many scientific fields profiting from heavy governmental and military funding, the physical environmental sciences figured very prominently. In the pre-war era fields like cartography, weather forecasting, and geological explorations had long been staples of government patronage in the USA as well as in Europe. They all served the state’s need for accurate and useful knowledge of its dominion and either the expansion or defence of a nation’s boundaries. The Cold War added fields like geophysics, oceanography, seismology, and similar fields to the state’s arsenal of scientific interests.4 Already twenty-four months after World War II ended, the RDB succeeded in making the physical environmental sciences (what the U.S. military simply termed “the environmental sciences”) a high national priority. Military funding for the earth sciences skyrocketed to twenty-five million dollars, a sum just behind that provided to physics.5

The earth sciences expanded dramatically during the first decades of the Cold War. A Pentagon document from 1961 emphasized the “vital interest in the environmental sciences since the military services must have an understanding of, and an ability to predict and even to control the environment in which it is required to operate.”6 Geographer John Cloud concluded that “for all the earth science disciplines, the postwar decades were probably the most productive periods in their histories.”7 A schematic from the 1948 annual report of the RDB’s Committee on the Geophysical Sciences defined the priority research fields for the years to come, highlighting their military importance. This list included fields like cartography and geodesy providing solutions to missile ranging and guidance problems, geology to explore strategic minerals and develop “terrain intelligence,” meteorology for military weather forecasting and air operations, upper atmosphere research to support guided missile

---

5. R.E. Doel, “What's the Place for the Physical Environmental Sciences in Environmental History?” manuscript; we use in this paper the original English version of the manuscript; a French translation was published as “Quelle place pour les sciences de l'environnement physique dans l'histoire environnementale?,” *Revue d'Histoire Moderne et Contemporaine* 56, 4 (2009): 137-164.
design and long range communications, or seismology to improve the shock protection of surface and subsurface installations.  

The U.S. military was particularly interested in the Arctic. Alaska shared a common boundary with Siberia along the Bering Sea, and the shortest route for Soviet bombers targeting U.S. cities lay across the pole and vice versa. The confrontation of the new superpowers had changed the geopolitical role of the Arctic profoundly and made it “one of the most important areas in the world [...] The next war would be fought in, on, and under the Arctic.” But the Arctic was a largely unknown region. In this situation the geophysical science represented a crucial gateway to the Arctic in two different ways. First, they had to provide the knowledge needed for military control and activities in such inhospitable conditions. Second, scientific activities appeared a soft way to gain power and control without the use of military force. Greenland represented a particularly important land mass in the Arctic and became a focus of geophysical research funded by the U.S. military. But Cold War research in Greenland has to date not been investigated comprehensively.

In the following sections we will discuss the military and scientific challenges in the Arctic and give an overview on the state of knowledge of scientific activities in Greenland. We cover nuclear science and technology, geological exploration, meteorology and climatology, seismological ventures, ionospheric research and glaciology. In the concluding section we describe U.S. American military and scientific activities in Greenland in terms of a three-fold colonial endeavour. First, the U.S. military attempted to gain power and control over Greenland territory. Second, it entered into negotiation and cooperation with the colonial power Denmark and constructed what John Krige has called a “consensual hegemony” over Danish terrain. Third, it mobilized American and Danish scientists and shaped Arctic geophysical and nuclear research.

Military and Scientific Challenges in the Arctic

The outstanding geopolitical and military role of the Arctic caused the U.S. military significant concern. The Strategic Air Command began flying B-29s along North America’s northern border. In the early 1950s, a big remote sensing system, the Distant Early Warning Line (DEW-line)
was built to detect incoming Soviet bombers approaching the U.S. mainland. It consisted of a chain of more than thirty ultra-high frequency (UHF) radar domes stretching three thousand miles along the northern perimeter of Alaska, Canada, and southern Greenland, four of them placed in Greenland, two on top of the icecap.\footnote{J.L. Isemann, “To Detect, to Deter, to Defend: The Distant Early Warning (DEW) Line and Early Cold War Defense Policy, 1953-1957,” (PhD diss., Kansas State University, 2009); D.F. Winkler, \textit{Searching the Skies: The Legacy of the United States Cold War Defence Radar Program} (Langley: United States Air Force Air Combat Command, 1997); T.W. Ray, \textit{A History of the DEW Line, 1946-1964}, no. 31 (ADC Historical Study, 1965).}

But the U.S. military had no or little experience with the challenge of maintaining aircrafts and radar stations in such a hostile environment. The Arctic largely represented a terra incognita which complicated the logistics of military missions enormously. Moreover, as Ronald E. Doel has pointed out, Pentagon officials and their civilian scientific advisors were well aware that the Soviets had a considerable lead in knowledge about the Arctic. Since the early twentieth century, Russian researchers engaged in numerous polar expeditions and even built drifting research stations on massive chunks of ice since 1937, while American scientists had largely ignored the polar regions.\footnote{Doel, “What's the Place,” 7; J. McCannon, \textit{Red Arctic: Polar Exploration and the Myth of the North in the Soviet Union, 1932-1939} (New York: Oxford University Press, 1998).} Also in the post-war period, it was no secret that Soviet scientists actively pursued polar research. Tore Gjelsvik, the director of the Norwegian Polar Institute, estimated in 1982 that the Soviet Union had more than forty thousand people engaged in Arctic research and related activities in the Cold War since World War II.\footnote{S. Bones, “Norway and Past International Polar Years—A Historical Account,” \textit{Polar Research} 26, 2 (2007): 202.}

One 1949 directive of the Pentagon consequently called for new research into “snow, ice and permafrost; trafficability of soils and slopes; mapping and charting; weather analysis and climatology; and geophysical aspects of communications and navigation.” Other directives expanded the range of environmental factors to include the ocean underlying the ice cap, particularly “oceanography and hydrography of the Arctic Sea areas, including the Polar Basin, with special emphasis on sea ice, currents, and temperature-salinity structures,” as well as “associated cartography and charting.”\footnote{Doel, “What's the Place,” 8.} Research efforts not only focused on the improvement of geophysical knowledge, but also covered the investigation of survival conditions in this hostile environment. In the preface to a study of survival experiences in the Arctic from 1953, an Air Force researcher stressed the extraordinary challenges. He emphasized that these regions “are not to be
entered casually or in an unprepared state. The environment presents unique problems not met elsewhere in the world. Constant study and experiment-
tation are needed to adapt machines, materiel, and men to its demands.15

Military demands fitted well with concurrent visions of polar resear-
chers, who were interested in intensifying polar research and pushed for
further scientific exploration of the Arctic. A number of individual
scientific explorations run by various countries and internationally the
coordinated campaigns of the first and second International Polar Years
(IPY) in 1882-83 and 1932-33 had enhanced the knowledge about the
polar areas, particularly in fields like meteorology, earth magnetism,
studies of the aurora and ionospheric physics.16 At the same time polar
research raised many more problems and questions. After World War II,
geophysicists recognized the significant potential of new technologies
developed during the war, such as rockets, radar, and computers, to
advance basic geophysical research in the Arctic. The post World War II
proliferation of aircraft in the Arctic marked a turning point in Arctic
geological exploration. Conventional means of travel—ship, boat, canoe,
or dog sledge—continued to be used for many years, but the ready
availability of advanced air support offered new opportunities and a new
style and pace of Arctic field work. In 1950, James van Allen, Sidney
Chapman and Lloyd Berkner, who had been deeply involved in research
for military applications during the war, developed the idea of a third IPY,
which was quickly endorsed by major scientific institutions like the
International Council of Scientific Unions. Between 1953 and 1958 the
U.S. Congress appropriated a total of $43.5 million for a global
International Geophysical Year, 1957-58.17

Geoscientists and polar researchers shared scientific views like those
presented by Moses Chiam Shelesnyak, the program manager of the
Arctic Program at the U.S. Navy’s Office of Naval Research. In a paper
given at the Arctic Institute of North America (AINA), Shelesnyak stated
that the Arctic “nurtured scientific research in three respects: it was a

15. M. Farish, “Frontier Engineering: From the Globe to the Body in the Cold War
16. C. Lüdecke, “German Marine Weather Stations of World War II at Spitsbergen,” paper
presented at the ICOMOS 13th General Assembly and International Symposium, Madrid,
Drilling and Science from IGY to EPICA,” paper presented at the 3rd SCAR Antarctic
History Action Group Workshop, Byrd Polar Research Center, Ohio State University,
Columbus, OH, October 22-24, 2007.
17. S. Behr et al., “IPY History Reflects Progress in Science and Society,” *Witness the
Berkner and the Balance of Professional Ideals*, Studies in the History of Science,
frontier lacking a ‘systematic body of scientific data’, a simple, homoge-
nous and contained space ideal for experimental design and a region of
profound intellectual interdependency that did not allow for closed,
disciplinary forms of knowledge to survive.”18 But many scientists
preferred to underrate the military context of this research—as represented
by Shelesnyak. “[I]n general the fundamental aims of Arctic exploration
are purely scientific,” A. Lincoln Washburn, geologist and director of
AINA explained in 1957. They have the scope “to learn more about the
North, to solve the many problems that confront us there and which must
be solved before we are in a position to describe the North accurately and
completely. From this point of view the North differs from no other
region; where it does differ is in the fact that we know so little about it
compared with most other parts of the world.”19 At the time, many
commentators also saw the IGY as an exception to Cold War hostilities.
Scientists believed that the IGY transcended geopolitical borders and that
cooperation between East and West was indeed possible. Hugh Odishaw,
the man chiefly responsible for organizing the vast American effort,
described the IGY as “the single most significant peaceful activity of
mankind since the Renaissance and the Copernican Revolution.”20

In spite of contrary contentions, most senior scientists knew very well
that the IGY—as other geophysical research efforts—was intimately
connected with the national security aims of the leading nations involved.
The IGY was a scientific success and contributed greatly to all core fields
in the geophysical sciences, notably in the Arctic region. But research
agendas and data collection, preservation, and use were closely interlinked
with strategic Cold War politics.21 While military interests in the earth
sciences provided an enormous opportunity to the geophysical sciences, it
casted at the same time tensions, jeopardizing the autonomy and open,
public nature of science. The IGY organizers realized the importance of
selling science and international collaboration to the general public. The
U.S. National Academy of Sciences, which played a major role in
preparing for the IGY, began a public relations effort by the mid-1950’s
that included the production of classroom material and a films series,
called Planet Earth, designed for the general public. One of the explicit

19. Ibid., 180.
“Antarctica: The Construction of a Continent by and for Science,” in Denationalizing
Science: The Contexts of International Scientific Practice, eds. E. Crawford, T. Shinn, and
S. Sörlin (Dordrecht: Klüwer, 1992), 73-106; Needell, Science, 1-9; F.L. Korsmo, “The
goals of this campaign was to attract more students into the sciences. The campaign, however, was also used to manage the tensions between, on the one hand, the public nature of IGY as pure science and international collaboration and, on the other, the need for military confidentiality and secrecy.22

Scientific Activities in Cold War Greenland

One of the biggest landmasses in the Arctic Sea, which drew the attention of military planners and experienced an enormous expansion of military activities and polar research in the post-war period, is Greenland. Greenland is characterized by extreme Arctic conditions and an ice cap which currently covers about 80 percent of its landmass. In spite of the harsh conditions, Greenland was settled intermittently since about 2500 BCE. Vikings from Scandinavia settled in Greenland since the late tenth century, but disappeared after about 450 years partly due to climatic deterioration. Denmark and Norway maintained land claims in Greenland since the thirteenth century. In 1536, they merged into a unified kingdom, which took up the Norwegian land claims on Greenland. When Norway was ceded to Sweden in 1814 after the Napoleonic Wars, the colonies, including Greenland, remained in Danish possession. After World War I, an open conflict with regard to the sovereignty of Greenland emerged between Denmark and Norway. Norway upheld territorial claims, while Denmark demanded full sovereignty over the whole of Greenland. When the Norwegian government officially occupied Eastern Greenland in July 1931, Denmark immediately brought the case before the International Court of Justice in The Hague. On 5 April 1933, the case was decided in favour of Denmark. Norway lost on all counts.23

Norwegian territorial claims were strongly pushed by the nationalistic movement and by nationalistic polar researchers. One of them, the influential geologist Adolf Hoel (1879-1964), pressed for the Norwegian occupation of a part of Greenland and organized scientific expeditions to Greenland to further his case. He summarized simple principles of polar imperialism he demanded be pursued: “1. The first thing to do is to send out research expeditions, and thereby acquire (among other things) the requisite knowledge of the country’s natural environment and economic potential. 2. Then, establish scientific and social institutions, such as meteorological stations, seismographic stations, churches etc. 3. Then, encourage and

23. Drivenes and Jølle, 302-07.
Exploring Greenland

support business and economic activity. 4. Create propaganda domestically and internationally to promote one’s objectives. Make much of the work and results already achieved." These principles, written around 1930, read like a blueprint for the planners of military activities in Greenland in the years to come, even though the emerging new colonialism would be a means rather than a goal in itself in Cold War politics.

The territory of Greenland was of great strategic interest to the USA in World War II and in the Cold War period. Greenland and Cold War politics were at the same time of pivotal significance for the political relationship between Denmark and the USA. Single explorations or punctual observation points—as suggested by Hoel—did not any more suffice to serve the military interests and demands. During the war, after the German occupation of Denmark in 1940, the USA invoked the Monroe Doctrine for Greenland and established military bases and meteorological stations. Also Germany made several efforts to establish meteorological stations on the eastern coast of Greenland, which were of prime importance for the German U-boat campaign. These efforts were rebuffed by U.S. military. Immediately after the war, the Danish government tried to regain full sovereignty over Greenland, but with the Cold War beginning the USA was in no rush to leave the bases and other strongholds it had established during the war. The formation of NATO in 1949 turned USA and Denmark into closely allied nations leading the way to the defence agreement about Greenland of 1951. This agreement opened the door for a large increase in American military and scientific activities in Greenland. The development of the new polar strategy around 1950 called for a massive build up of U.S. military capacity in the Arctic region, which demanded new knowledge on many levels and help from many different disciplines.

Important strongholds of American presence and military and scientific activity in Greenland were Thule Air Base on the west coast in the far north of Greenland and Camp Century, 138 miles east of Thule. In 1943, a Danish-American weather-station had been established in Thule (Pituffik), with an airstrip added in 1946. In 1951, the U.S. Air Force began construction of what would eventually become one of the most important

24. Drivenes and Jølle, 298.
foreign bases on Greenland, the Thule Air Base (TAB). Placed on in the north-western corner of Greenland, on the shortest route towards Soviet industrial centres, TAB was an anchor point for the refuelling of B-36 and later B-47 strategic bomber aircraft stationed at bases on the North American mainland. Thule became an important military hub and a key station for military intelligence and reconnaissance. When the DEW line was made partially obsolete by the advent of the Soviet ICBMs (Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles), the U.S. immediately started to develop the Ballistic Missile Early Warning System (BMEWS), which consisted of three UHF radar complexes placed in Thule, Clair (Alaska), and Fylingdale Moor (England). The Thule BMEWS, dominated by four gigantic fence antennas (measuring 120 metres by 50 metres), went into operation in 1960. As an ideal location for the servicing of polar orbiting satellites, TAB was also furnished with a Satellite Control Facility for tracking, command and telemetry in the early 1960s. It is safe to say that TAB constituted a central part of the eyes and ears of the U.S. during the Cold War.

At the same time, TAB served as the basis for scientific investigation and exploration. Responding to the demand for new knowledge about the Arctic environment and operation in these regions the U.S. military called in a large number of specialists from fields such as atmospheric research, glaciology, geology, and engineering. Thule Airbase was the centre of these activities. It became the starting point of glaciological and geological exploration and hosted meteorological and ionospheric research facilities.

Based on experiences with two smaller camps, Camp Tuto and Camp Fistelchen, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers constructed Camp Century (“the city under the ice”) from 1959 to 1961. Camp Century consisted of twenty-eight electrically heated buildings that were hidden and protected in tunnels dug more than ten meters into the icecap. Between one and two hundred scientists and army personnel worked at this isolated spot all year round through most of its lifetime, 1960-1966. Camp Century was referred to by the U.S. Army as a scientific camp inside the Greenland icecap, and researchers carried out a large number of pure science as well as applied science experiments. They extracted, for example, ice cores from the top to several hundred metres under the surface of the icecap with the aim to study temperature variations in the last few centuries. They investigated problems like the plasticity of the ice and its variation as a function of depth and temperature, best practices for constructing camps under the ice (such as Camp Century), the reliability of railway systems installed in subsurface tunnels in the icecap and the use of a portable nuclear reactor to provide power and heat for the camp.

Exploring Greenland

Nuclear Science and Technology

For a large number of countries, scholarly studies cover the history of nuclear energy research and development. This also holds for Denmark proper. But nuclear R&D taking place in Greenland during the Cold War has not been subject to the same close scrutiny by historians. Exceptions are spectacular events such as Operation Crested Ice, a major cleaning-up effort launched after the Thule accident on 21 January 1968, when a U.S. Air Force B-52 bomber carrying four hydrogen bombs crashed into the frozen North Star Bay, approximately ten miles from Thule Air Base.

Greenland was not only a territory across which nuclear missiles would be directed and aircraft with nuclear bombs regularly manoeuvred. The U.S. Air Force, for example, deployed nuclear weapons at Thule Air Base at least from 1959 to 1965. In a similar spirit, the U.S. Army during the late 1950s developed a secret project, named Project Iceworm, with the aim to deploy several hundred IRBM’s (Intermediate-Range Ballistic Missiles) carrying nuclear warheads in a widespread system of tunnels under the surface of the Greenland icecap. E. D. Weiss and N. Petersen argue convincingly that Project Iceworm represented an attempt of the U.S. Army to respond to the challenge of the ever growing nuclear threat from the USSR as well as to the challenge from the U.S. Air Force’s Minuteman and the U.S. Navy’s Polaris projects. Due to various political and technical problems, the huge Iceworm-project was never realized in practice. There are good reasons to believe that Camp Century was intimately connected to Project Iceworm. A deeper understanding of how Camp Century came into being, what came out of the multitude of experiments at the camp, and how intimately Camp Century was linked to Project Iceworm does not exist at present.

A related but more specific project was concerned with the PM-2A nuclear reactor. Installed during the autumn of 1960 in one of the roofed trenches of Camp Century, the PM-2A reactor delivered power as well as heat to the camp most of the time from November 1960 until 1964, when

34. DUPI, Gronland, 331.
it was removed and returned to the USA. As the only power-producing reactor on Danish territory, the installation, functioning, and decommissioning phases of the reactor were followed closely by American experts as well as experts from the Danish nuclear power research facility at Risø. Details concerning the interaction between these two expert groups are not known, however, and many questions remain open. Did American and Danish nuclear experts agree on how to respond to technical or environmental problems with the reactor? Were there, for example, any serious discussions at Camp Century (or at Thule Air Base) concerning the safety of the reactor or the radioactive waste problem? Likewise, it is not known to what extent information on the reactor at Camp Century was available to Danes and Greenlanders.

A third nuclear R&D project in Greenland was Denmark’s long-winded search for uranium and its efforts to extract this valuable element from solid rock deposits in Greenland. The first expedition with uranium prospecting in mind was launched immediately after the establishment of the Danish Atomic Energy Commission (AEK) in 1955. It was run as a collaborative project between AEK and the Danish Army, with Danish geologists from the Greenland Geological Survey (GGU) on the sideline, much to their dismay. Eventually, GGU became involved and the Army pulled out of the project. Much later, during the oil crisis in the 1970s with its accompanying increased interest in nuclear power, the Danish government financed the transfer of several hundred tons of uranium ore to Risø with a view to explore the economic viability of a commercial production of uranium for reactor fuel elements. According to the current state of knowledge, it is unlikely that Danish uranium exploration and extraction activities were initiated first and foremost in response to U.S. pressures. Likewise, claims that the Danish Army became involved in uranium prospecting expeditions to Greenland because it wanted to develop its own nuclear weapons have not been substantiated.Further research will have to throw more light on these issues. Another long standing mystery also deserves attention: Why was GGU so reluctant to enter the uranium exploration project in Greenland in spite of heavy pressure from AEK and the Danish government?

**Geological Exploration**

During this period, Greenland geology was generally explored in three largely independent institutional contexts, each covering their region of the island. While the dawn of modern geological reconnaissance in Greenland

---

based on aircraft, helicopters, and new means of communication was marked by strong American geopolitical and military interests, it was also marred by considerable rivalry within the Danish geo-scientific community.

In northern Greenland, investigations were conducted under the auspices of the U.S. military. The extensive establishment of U.S. military installations in the High Arctic, during the Cold War required detailed knowledge of the terrain in order to establish quick and easy access to any locality in Greenland. For almost a decade during the 1950s the so-called Camp Tuto (short for ‘Thule take off’)—served as a kind of summer university at the edge of the Inland Ice. Helicopter-supported parties of scientists and military personnel, working from here or from icebreakers entered the scene in the late 1940s and 1950s. In this period the U.S. Geological Survey investigated and mapped the topography and geology of large areas of northern Greenland as part of U.S. military projects such as Operation Ice Cap (1953-54), Operation Defrost (1956) and Operation Groundhog (1957-60). To a large extent, the results of these investigations were initially confidential and therefore relatively unknown.\(^{38}\)

Although Danish geologists participated in some of these military operations, Danish efforts were mainly concentrated on the Eastern and Western parts of the island. Remarkably however, these investigations were carried out in two different and largely independent contexts. In the decades between World Wars I and II, the Danish geologist Lauge Koch lead a number of highly successful topographical and geological surveys of North and East Greenland, notably the massive and technologically advanced Three Year Expedition to East Greenland 1931-1934, sent out by the Danish state in direct response to Norwegian sovereignty claims in the region. In the summer of 1933, The Three-Year Expedition celebrated the Danish victory at the international court in The Hague, with a total summer crew of no less than 109 participants. Initiating the use of systematic air survey and photography for topographic and geological mapping, this expedition was highly international in crew, employing geologists from Sweden, Switzerland, and Germany to England, France, and the USA. The fact that so many countries reaped benefits from the Danish efforts no doubt helped sway international opinion in favour of Denmark in the debacle with Norway over East Greenland. The successful

Three Year Expedition was followed by another Two Year Expedition to the same region, with the same flavour of modern technology and international scientific cooperation under Koch’s leadership.

But Koch’s international success was matched by controversy at home. His focus on international scientific expertise had caused him to neglect his Danish colleagues at Copenhagen University, denying them any role in his expeditions, effectively blocking them from engaging in geological work in Greenland. In 1935, the tensions that had been escalating for almost a decade erupted in a fierce court debacle between Koch and his Danish colleagues, who accused Koch of improper scientific conduct. The Lauge Koch Case, as it came to be known, was settled with an unclear verdict at Supreme Court in 1938, and completely ruined any further possibility of collaboration between the parties. The situation was not helped, when the breakout of World War II put an end to all Greenland exploration, allowing the bitterness to develop further under the frustration of inactivity.39

After World War II, Danish geological exploration of Greenland had to be re-established in a vastly different political context—nationally as well as internationally. In 1946, the Danish Greenland Geological Survey (GGU) was founded at the initiative of Koch’s opponents in the Danish Geological Community, specifically designed to start operations in West Greenland, without interference from Koch.40 While GGU established new connections especially with Norwegian and American geologists, Koch managed to re-kindle his international contacts to continue his East Greenland investigations as an independent consultant of the Danish Greenland Administration relying more than ever before on international expertise. For more than a decade after World War II two independent Danish state-subsidized geological surveys operated in Greenland with little or no cooperation—GGU to the West and Koch to the East41—until 1958 when Koch’s funding was cut off in mid-expedition, putting an end to his career as an expedition leader. The reasons for the abrupt termina-

tion of Koch’s activities are still uncertain, but have been interpreted as a sign of a government commitment to making GGU the only Danish state organization involved in the geological investigation of Greenland. The state of knowledge on post-war geological exploration in Greenland is limited and provides only little information on the causes for the tri-partition into one American and two Danish endeavours and on the military and political agendas behind the Danish research efforts.

Meteorology and Climatology

The big landmass of Greenland was of significant interest for the weather services as well as for climatologists. Situated between Europe and America, meteorological stations in Greenland represented a crucial link for the extension and completion of the meteorological networks. Weather data from Greenland were of prime importance for European weather forecasting services as well as for flying aircraft or military missiles. New insights into weather systems and the role of polar fronts called for intensified meteorological observation in polar regions to improve the ability of forecasting weather. The director of the British Meteorological Office, Sir George Simpson, bemoaned in 1929 “a great blank [of knowledge] from 20°, more or less around the north pole. [...] our knowledge of polar meteorology is such that little further advance can be made by spasmodic meteorological observations,” he contended. Necessary were “observations taken simultaneously in all parts of the polar regions” and “observations at a few representative positions which will give unbroken records extending over many years.”

Sidney Chapman, British mathematician and geophysicist, dreamed of “half a million [pounds] a year” to be spent “on establishing a girdle of Polar stations.”

Such visions had to await the post-World War II period. In 1873, the Danish Meteorological Institute established the first meteorological stations. By 1939, sixteen stations were in operation, fourteen at the west coast and two at the east coast. During World War II, the U.S. established seventeen bases in Greenland, six of which were Army, Air Force or Navy bases. The rest mainly served for weather observation and radio communication. At the height of the war more than five thousand

---

men were stationed in Greenland. One of the military stations was Thule in North Greenland. After the war, Denmark took over the meteorological stations established by the USA, but the U.S. military continued to expand its own line of meteorological research at Thule Air Base, covering for instance studies on reduced visibility (white out) and snow storms. Until 1954, a meteorology inspector under the Danish Ministry of Greenland was responsible for running the stations. In December 1954 the Danish Meteorological Institute (DMI) took over responsibility. Lively Danish-American cooperation continued throughout the Cold War period as can be seen from the fact that the DMI, according to one source, received a total of twenty-three research contracts and grants from U.S. military sources in the period from 1955 to 1977.

A related issue caused Pentagon officials considerable concern. Already in 1947 the impact of climate change was discussed in internal Pentagon meetings. The influential Swedish meteorologist Carl-Gustav Rossby called attention to the strategic implications of polar melting. Greenland is very sensitive to climatologic processes and experienced a strong warming period between about 1920 and 1945, much stronger than in other regions. When the Pentagon queried military leaders as to what worried them most about Arctic unknowns, climate variation ranked sixth on a list of several dozen topics, underscoring their strong interest. Arctic climate variation threatened U.S. national security interests. Military structures built on ice or tunnels driven into the ice sheet might be threatened by destruction, roads and airports could in summers become impassable, in the worst case whole bases might turn out to be uninhabitable. Rossby found it relatively easy to convince Pentagon officials of the value of studying polar climate variation.

The interest in a dense network of meteorological observations increased after the development of computer-based numerical weather simulation, another offspring of military war technology. Since the late 1950s, new hemispheric numerical weather and climate models were run in meteorological offices (for weather forecasting) and research institutions (for investigating the climate system and climate change). Data from Greenland
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proven essential for running such models, and Greenland hence occupied a strategic geographic location. In 1963 the World Weather Watch and in 1967 the Global Atmospheric Research Program (GARP) were established as coordinated efforts to create denser networks for the collection of meteorological and climatologic data. In 1978-1980 the $500 million Global Weather Experiment took place in the framework of GARP. U.S. and Danish research activities in Greenland were integrated in these efforts. While U.S. scientists pioneered weather and climate simulation from the very beginning, the Danish Meteorological Institute specialized in the development and application of regional weather and climate modeling since the early 1980s.

Many scholars have emphasized the strong link between military interest and meteorology in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. The Cold War period certainly strengthened these links. In the second half of the twentieth century, atmospheric pollution and environmental interests became new influential drivers of meteorological and related research efforts. It is an open question how the rise of environmentalism and the increased interest in phenomena like air pollution and climate change related to military interests, and what impacts they had on military research efforts.

Danish-American Seismological Ventures

In the late 1950s both superpowers came under severe public pressure to give up further nuclear bomb tests in the atmosphere and later underground tests as well. Atmospheric tests were easily spotted, but nuclear scientists, diplomats, and policy-makers soon recognized that

improved seismological knowledge was crucial for the detection of underground nuclear explosions. Consequently, the Eisenhower administration initiated a comprehensive R&D program in seismology, known as Project Vela Uniform, a project that increased the federal annual support for seismology by a factor of thirty.58

A substantial part of this support was used to establish 120 seismic stations around the world, the so-called World Wide Net of Standardized Seismographs (WWNSS), which was already initiated during the International Geophysical Year 1957-58. Three of the WWNSS stations were placed in Greenland and one in Copenhagen, all four with the participation of the Danish Geodetic Institute. The institute also represented Denmark in the UN negotiations about seismological surveillance of underground nuclear tests. Despite the establishment of this network, the problem of detecting underground tests—i.e., distinguishing nuclear tests from earthquakes—proved difficult to resolve. From a seismological and strategic point of view, the stations in Greenland were very important. Since there is little natural seismic activity in Greenland, the detection of “unnatural” disturbances would be easier in Greenland than in most other places. Danish scientists greatly profited from and contributed to the Project Vela Uniform. An example is the influential Danish seismologist Inge Lehmann. Retired from her post as head of the seismological section at the Geodetic Institute in 1953, Lehmann moved for extended periods to the USA and participated in the Project Vela Uniform.59 Little is known, however, about this cooperation and its links to military interests in Greenland.

**Ionospheric Research**

A research field ranking high on the agenda of geophysicists already prior to World War II and one of the focus areas of the second IPY was ionospheric research. After World War II, ionospheric research expanded enormously. In terms of manpower and economic resources this seemingly esoteric field became one of the largest scientific endeavours in Greenland. The ionosphere is of vital importance for radio communication because of its ability to reflect radio waves. In the Arctic region and especially inside the auroral zone the ionospheric conditions turned out to be particularly complex. Periods with high absorption of radio waves (blackouts) occurred frequently. In periods with maximum northern light activity total blackouts

---

of high frequency radio communication could last up to one week. Obviously, reliable radio communications was of primary importance to commercial fishing and flight as well as to all sorts of military operation. Hence the strong interest in this field. By the mid-1960s more than one hundred ionospheric stations were being operated all around the world with nine or ten active research sites placed in Greenland.60

New ionospheric research efforts in the 1950s were organized as a cooperative Danish-American effort from the very beginning. The first ionospheric station run by Danish scientists was erected in 1951 in Godhavn (now Nuuk). One year later, U.S. authorities built their first station in Narsarsuaq, which was eventually handed over to Denmark in 1957. These stations and further smaller research facilities measured ionospheric properties on a daily basis. The collected data were sent to the U.S. weather forecast centre in Boulder, Colorado, and the North Atlantic Radio Warning Services. A substantial amount of related ionospheric research was also conducted at newly enhanced research facilities at the Danish Technical University and the Danish Meteorological Institute in Copenhagen.61

In the late 1950s, the U.S. military became increasingly interested in very low frequency (VLF) communication. Key navigation and communication systems developed by the U.S. military during the early phase of the Cold War used the VLF band, in particular LORAN (Long Range Navigation) and OMEGA. Initially developed in the 1950s and the following decade to be used for navigating nuclear bombers across the North Pole to Russia, OMEGA was later found to be useful for submarine navigation. In the 1960s, the Survivable Low Frequency Communications System (SLFCS) was developed to provide a secure communications system in the event of a nuclear attack.62 Since the properties of the ionosphere within the auroral zone resemble those that occur during and after a nuclear war, the northern region facilitated unique possibilities for testing the reliability of electronic equipment in the case of a nuclear war. Furthermore, military interest in VLF ionospheric data was strong, because such data proved useful for the surveillance of atmospheric nuclear tests.63

In 1957, Danish researchers started research in Arctic VLF radio noise phenomena. In 1964, a new VLF facility was erected at the Danish part of Thule Air Base. Two years later it merged with a similar neighbouring

U.S. station handed over to the Danes. Ionospheric research activities were frequently presented as basic science, which is true in some instances, though application-oriented interests were clearly evident as well. The Danish efforts were to a large extent supported by U.S. institutions like the National Science Foundation, the National Bureau of Standards and various U.S. military bodies. It is unclear, however, to what extent these Danish research efforts related to U.S. and NATO military R&D and to what extent military interests influenced the choice of research topics and research directions. In later decades, rapidly declining research funding may have forced ionospheric researchers to shift to new research topics and fields. This is a question that needs to be explored in depth, but judged by later articles published by some of the key figures in the Danish ionospheric business, many of them turned their attention to related environmental topics such as ozone layer physics and climate science in the 1980s.

Glaciological research

Glaciology was still in its infancy around the time of World War II, but the shift of military-strategic interests towards the Arctic as a potential battlefield in the Cold War led to an extensive build-up of research activities in this field. In 1949, the Snow, Ice and Permafrost Research Establishment (SIPRE) was founded under the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to conduct basic and applied research in glaciology and permafrost science. SIPRE’s research activities in Greenland were primarily located around the Thule Air Base and at stations on the ice cap. Primary focus of these studies was the physics and dynamics of the ice: how to use ice as a building material, how to build roads and runways on land- and sea-ice, and how to construct and maintain military installations on, in, and under the ice. The studies were both large- and small-scale: from traverses across the whole ice cap for the mapping of snow accumulation and flow, to laboratory studies of crystal formation and plastic deformation of ice. Activities peaked in the early-1960s, with the establishment of Camp Century by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and its associated Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory (CRREL), a successor organization of SIPRE. In the mid-1960s, the U.S. Army gave up plans to establish a wider network of tunnels under the ice to hide nuclear missiles, the so-called project Iceworm. As a result,
CRREL’s military glaciological research waned. Instead, growing environmental concerns motivated support for an international ice-drilling and -analysis project to reconstruct past climate.\(^{67}\)

Concurrent with U.S. activities, several European countries sent expeditions to Greenland. The French Expédition Polaires Françaises (EPF) lasted from 1948-53. Another French, German, Austrian, Swiss, and Danish collaborative Expédition Glaciologique Internationale au Groenland (EIGIG) had crossed the ice sheet during the International Geophysical Year in order to take measurements of the accumulation and flow of ice, and to drill short ice cores for physical and chemical analysis.\(^{68}\) Since the IGY, when ice core research entered the stage and became a focus of glaciological research, Denmark started to become a more active player in Greenland glaciology.\(^{69}\) Ice cores allowed the collection of environmental information stored in the ice, such as nuclear fallout, volcanic dust, and—since the 1960’s—the historical temperature record which could be reconstructed many thousand years back in time through isotope analysis of the annual snow layers. Such information was extracted from ice cores drilled by EIGIG, SIPRE, and CRREL. In 1966, CRREL succeeded in the first penetration of the ice sheet to its entire depth at Camp Century in northern Greenland. Ice core analysis proved so valuable for paleoclimatological investigation, that it came to dominate glaciological research in the 1970s. An American-Danish-Swiss collaboration drilling through the ice sheet to gain knowledge on past climate changes proved to be one of the most important glaciological activities in this decade. It considerably improved the understanding of past temperature excursions and the rapidity with which major climatic variations can occur.

Only recently ice core research has become a subject of historical analysis.\(^{70}\) A large number of questions about glaciological research in Greenland still need to be answered. Research institutions like SIPRE and CRREL were established in response to military needs and greatly profited from military funding. But it is an open question to what extent military interests shaped research projects at these institutions or to what extent scientists managed to seize the opportunity of military funding for furthering their own research interests. European glaciology in the early Cold War period was guided by national and geographical interests and spearheaded by France, which was present in both polar regions.
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Switzerland also had a strong tradition in glaciology, while Denmark took part mainly as the host country. With our current state of knowledge, little can be said about the differences of American and European glaciological expeditions in Greenland in terms of means, methods, and aims, just as little is known about collaboration and competition of European and American glaciologists. How did Danish sovereignty in Greenland influence these collaborative efforts? Furthermore, glaciological expeditions in polar regions traditionally caught the public imagination. Further research will have to establish how the ice cap changed in the scientific as well as the public perception in the post-war period from a robust medium for engineering and military operations to a vulnerable element of the Earth system.

Science, Technology, and Colonial Endeavours

The U.S. military had strong interest in controlling and using Greenland territory as an important building block in its Cold War strategy. It started a new colonial endeavour with Danish consent and with little attention to the local Inuit population. Thule Air Base, for instance, was located half way between New York and Moscow. Its location allowed the Americans to monitor Soviet military activities and, most importantly, to give early warning of any possible first nuclear strike. The Thule district had been inhabited by native Inughuit (northern Inuit) for centuries, the main settlement being Uummannaq. In 1953, the U.S. Army decided to construct four large antiaircraft batteries to protect the base. One of these batteries was going to be situated near Dundas Mountain in the vicinity of Uummannaq. As a consequence, the Inughuit were forced to move immediately and given very few days notice to pack up their belongings and sledge about one hundred kilometres north to the new settlement Qaanaaq.71 This American colonialism had little to do with imperialist motivations and colonial rule and exploitation of a traditional kind. It rather served to establish outposts in Greenland settled by military, technological, and scientific experts to respond to the Cold War confrontation, restrain Soviet ambitions and power, and achieve consensual hegemony in the Western world.72

Denmark, a small country in the twentieth century which exerted sovereignty over this large, but for most of its history marginal territory, was abruptly catapulted into world politics after World War II. The USA with its interest in Greenland pulled Denmark into a close alliance and

amidst crucial Cold War politics. In many ways Denmark profited from this sudden interest and involvement. Its political status and influence increased and its military forces as well as its research institutions enjoyed significant flows of money from the U.S.. Historians disagree to what extent Denmark’s new geopolitical position can be regarded a “Greenland card” and to what extent changing Danish governments have actively used this card to further its economic and political agendas.73

Denmark maintained a strong political position regarding Greenland. For instance, the 1951 agreement restricted U.S. military activities to few very limited geographical areas. Furthermore, all U.S. research activities needed approval from Danish authorities. And the U.S. research activities were subject to extensive surveillance from the Danish authorities through the work of a scientific advisor to the Danish liaison officer of TAB. But while Denmark has profited from the strong American interest in Greenland and from intensive cooperation, it also had to accommodate to manifold pressures. Strong American research activities also gave rise to considerable competition between American and Danish scientists. The Danish government may have felt forced to show its flag by strongly and actively engaging in research projects which it otherwise would possibly not have pursued.

Denmark had experienced a similar situation, though on a much smaller scale, when Norway’s nationalist-inspired exploration activities in Greenland escalated in the early 1930s. In response Denmark started an immense research effort that overshadowed Norway’s activities.74 It must have been obvious to Danish governments that massive U.S. activities in Greenland did not simply represent friendly-minded precautionary measures responding to mounting tension between the Eastern and the Western blocks. U.S. military and scientific presence in Greenland represented at the same time a new form of colonialism threatening Danish sovereignty and autonomy. Furthermore, Cold War tensions did not simply and only make Greenland a trump card, but also threatened Denmark’s own security interests, given the fact that Greenland represented one of the most important strategic regions in the Cold War and could have become a principal location of a hot war. It is an open question, with which intentions and goals the various Danish actors (in government, military, and science) manoeuvred—and managed to manoeuvre—within this complex bundle of pressures and interests.
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Sovereignty over Greenland was of vital geopolitical importance to Denmark, and scientific activities played a fundamental role in the Danish foreign policy strategy to regain and bolster its national claims for full sovereignty over Greenland. Furthermore, scientific activities and explorations helped to legitimize the continued colonial rule in Greenland in a post-war world of rapid decolonization. It is an open question, however, to what extent scientific and technological projects were aimed at furthering the development of the Greenlandic society and whether these aims have been reached. Science and technology certainly had become important vehicles for the construction of national security and foreign policy interests in U.S. politics. For Denmark, they had (not in the least in response to U.S. moves) assumed a similar role, albeit with partly different sets of goals.

John Krige and Kai-Henrik Barth have identified three major historical contexts demanding further attention in the investigation of post-war science and technology: the atomic age, the postcolonial world order, and (military) patronage of science and technology.\(^\text{75}\) In the case of Greenland all these contexts obviously mattered. Issues of nuclear weapons and nuclear power were central to the reconfigurations of the international space through the Cold War. Here, the territory of Greenland featured prominently in military interests. Nuclear science and technology was developed in several directions, such as uranium exploration, the construction of a nuclear reactor under the ice, seismological research to keep track of underground nuclear tests, and the plans for the construction of a widespread system of tunnels in the Greenland icecap for the deployment of nuclear IRBMs.

Post-war science and technology in Greenland were also affected by the impacts of an emerging postcolonial world order. As a counterbalance to the sweeping decolonization processes in many regions of the world, major western democratic powers sought to maintain their nuclear monopoly and to limit proliferation of nuclear science and technology. Contrary to these decolonization developments, the USA and Denmark sought to intensify and exploit colonial control in Greenland. The invasion of armies of scientists, many of whom were soldiers at the same time, appeared a proper tool for securing territorial knowledge and control. Denmark, with its interest both in Greenland and in the development of its own nuclear capabilities, had to cope with these diverse pressures. Science and technology provided an obvious space for tightening

international relations, pursuing nuclear interests, and perpetuating colonial goals. Greenland, thus, ranked high with regard to funding relevant scientific and technological research activities.76

In many instances, military patronage refashioned scientific identities and scientific research activities in the post-war period.77 In the case of Greenland, military patronage for scientific and technological research was of supreme importance in accelerating the quick expansion of the earth sciences and of geophysical expertise and knowledge. Most research activities, but also progress in institutionalization and discipline building, in the 1950s and 60s thrived through heavy military investments.78 Whole scientific institutions were created or generously nurtured, new research fields and directions explored and consolidated, and a large number of scientists in these new fields educated and employed, which on their part helped to create new generations of researchers. But worlds so diverse as the realm of science and the military with their different perspectives, traditions, rules, and goals in no way engendered smooth, stable, and peaceful coalitions, but rather continuously fragile alliances subject to multiple tensions and in need of abiding moderation. While scholars agree that the geophysical sciences were strongly affected by Cold War politics and greatly expanded, there is no general agreement how the Cold War shaped scientific disciplines and how, in turn, these disciplines shaped the Cold War. Paul Forman and Stuart W. Leslie forcefully put forward the “distortionist” view, arguing that military interests defined the directions of research fields and disciplines to a considerable degree.79 Others scholars, like Joan L. Bromberg, preferred a more cautious approach and objected to strong generalizing claims.80 Ronald E. Doel has argued “that patronage for military-relevant fields in the earth sciences shaped the
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questions that researchers asked and valued.”

Military interests nurtured specific fields, notably in the geophysical sciences, while the biological sciences remained far behind and only later began to expand driven by rising environmental interests. Doel noted not only a rearrangement of the landscape of disciplines and the relative weight of individual scientific fields, but military patronage in the geophysical sciences also “limited their interactions with colleagues in the biological realms of environmental sciences research” and consequently reshaped barriers to and opportunities for interdisciplinary research activities.

Kai-Henrik Barth, in contrast, concluded for the case of seismology—which indeed profited enormously from military engagement—that scientists succeeded in maintaining their professional academic ethos more or less uncompromised. Similarly, Maiken L. Lolck showed for the case of ice core research that scientists even managed quite well to use military and economic interests as a vehicle for some of their own concerns. These examples suggest a great diversity and complexity of interactions depending on the individual research fields and research contexts. In the case of research in Greenland, the state of knowledge is far too insufficient to justify any conclusions. While the “distortion” argument has to be considered and investigated in further research, simple and generalized answers appear improbable.

Another type of “distortion” involves the role of scientists in the Cold War period. Military patronage not only affected research activities and results, but scientific investigation and scientists also affected military policy and—more generally—foreign affairs to a larger extent than ever before. Earth scientists became involved in the negotiation of major multinational agreements like the Antarctica Treaty of 1960 and the Limited Nuclear Test Ban Treaty of 1963. Doel noted an “assimilation of science into the highest levels of national security and foreign policy planning” and even concluded that the earth sciences became “elements of U.S. foreign policy.”

One of the important tensions involved in the military patronage of scientific research is that of confidentiality versus publicity. While most military operations are based on controlling flows of information, it is commonly agreed that science needs open publishing and unrestrained communication among peers across national borders to flourish. Military
planners in the USA and in Denmark, and scientific institutions involved in Greenland research had to negotiate and define the boundary between what is made publicly available and what is kept secret. In the post-war period, military demands for classification clashed with strong claims of scientists and science administrators, who publically demanded open communication as a prerequisite of competitive science. In his report to the President, war science administrator Vannevar Bush fiercely demanded “to remove the rigid controls,” which had to be imposed during the war to “recover freedom of inquiry and that healthy competitive scientific spirit so necessary for the expansion of the frontiers of scientific knowledge.”

Various researchers have shown that no clear line between classified and unclassified science could be drawn. Van Keuren argued that “it was relatively easy for very basic, unclassified research to co-exist with very applied and deeply classified R&D projects. [...] The intermeshing fabric that resulted was not simply a matter of black and white, but rather of numerous shades of gray.” The military could not keep scientists totally from communicating with their international peers. Westwick observed in scientific establishments engaged in classified research “a series of practical adjustments—the resumption of conferences, the creation of committees—that mitigated the effects of secrecy. [...] Even in the most highly classified weapons programmes, compartmentalization does not appear to have hampered the exchange of information.” Even if “barriers between classified and unclassified research remained impermeable, recent scholarship on the National Laboratory system in the USA indicates that the ‘closed world’ retained many of the norms of ‘open’ science,” David Hounshell concluded. The “classification of research within the national security state was not as simple as it might seem.” Policies such as the compartmentalization of information “did not work as intended by those who put them into place.”

It is arguably an open question whether observations like these also apply to research efforts in Greenland. Classified research in Greenland had a different character than in many other U.S. establishments and locations. The military did not only fund established scientific institutions in Greenland, but had to maintain, establish, and administer its own new
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research stations. Did the military thus manage to exert more efficient control and to implement stricter provisions for the classification of scientific results, as in the case of U.S. university research for the military, to take but one example? Or did the fact that polar researchers travelled back and forth from home institutions to Arctic stations and explorations rather counteract strict classification schemes? Which military institutions controlled the flow of information, which provisions were taken to discipline scientists, and how was control exerted? Currently, there is no answer to these questions. We don’t know how military officials and scientists negotiated and managed the clash of culture between open and classified science, which aims and stakes were at play, and which communication and negotiation processes took place.

The International Geophysical Year of 1957-58 provides an example of the delicate balance struck between confidentiality and publicity both in the scientific arena (open accessibility of scientific data and results) and in relations between science and the public (dissemination of scientific results to wider public audiences). The IGY produced large sets of scientific data which were to be collected in newly established World Data Centers (WDCs). Scientists demanded and struggled for the free flow of the data, which had great value for further research. Cold War considerations however led both the U.S. and USSR to establish their own WDCs for each of the fourteen IGY disciplines; which then were named WDC-A and WDC-B, respectively. Under the auspices of the U.S. National Committee for the IGY, a special task force was established to initiate a public information and education campaign. However, the task force encountered many problems in meeting its target. For one thing, Cold War politics heightened the difficulty of selling an explicitly international science program such as the IGY to the general public. Many research projects remained classified, and scientists with international affiliations easily fell under suspicion of left-wing tendencies. Moreover, the task force experienced problems caused by multiple actors with unclear or overlapping roles, poorly articulated goals, ambitious expectations, with little money to back them, and a lack of clear management authority.

A second—but no less contentious—issue was the communication of military and scientific activities in Greenland to the broader public. The early Cold War period was characterized by an increased number of initiatives aimed at strategic science communication “to improve the attitude of members of the public toward science as a body of knowledge,

science as a way of knowing about the world, scientists as individuals, and the particular requests for support and funding that came from scientific institutions.” 94 Many different actors such as commercial publishers, scientific associations, science writers, military institutions, government agencies, and many more took an interest in science communication as a deliberate means of serving specific interests. But the public image of science as an open and democratic venture did not fit well with the military’s need for confidentiality. Demands for open science as in Vannevar Bush’s report “represented an inaccurate, idealistic view of science” and “proposed an impractical, improbable array of promises.” 95

Military planners did not see much need to spread information about their Arctic ventures. Nevertheless, in the case of Greenland they had to deal with Denmark (which officially had to be involved) and—not least—with the local population, indigenous Inuit as well as Danes (if they cared much at all). One strategy of the U.S. military was apparently to spread information about the scientific aspects of the engagement, which seemed a less compromising way of justifying a massive presence in Greenland. Endeavours of Arctic exploration became a common genre for popular accounts. 96 Articles on scientific matters appeared frequently in press material such as the “Thule Times.” Furthermore, recent findings in the Danish National Archives show that dozens of journalists and writers from many western countries visited Camp Century in 1960-61 and later wrote books and articles about this extraordinary place. In the USA, the U.S. Information Agency (U.S.I.A.), tasked with communicating positive achievements to the rest of the world through much of the Cold War, prepared a photographic essay on Camp Century in the early 1960s.97

From Colonialism to Environmentalism: Towards a Conclusion

The Cold War pushed the Arctic into the centre of geopolitical interest. Immediately, Greenland was subject to massive but restricted and controlled military colonization and exploitation by U.S. forces. Denmark, maintaining territorial sovereignty, was the controlling power, but at the same time it was forced and willing to accept what Krige described as “consensual hegemony” by the USA. Greenland is a particularly interesting case of U.S. hegemony. First, it involved a massive physical military presence and activity, including projects like the construction of a nuclear reactor under the ice. No scientific or technological endeavour in post-war Western Europe came close to such massive U.S. intervention. Second, science and technology supported by U.S. institutions not only played a role as mediators of American interests and values in the reconstruction of post-war science in Western European countries, but science and technology also became crucial assets for gaining knowledge about and controlling the Arctic territory. Science prepared for and helped achieve U.S. colonial interests in Greenland.

The presence of the U.S. Army on Greenland represented post-war colonialism in multiple ways. The local population had to give way to American rule at specific locations like Thule. The U.S. Army was not specifically interested in the indigenous population and culture. It didn’t fight with Inuit, it didn’t administrate Inuit settlements, and it didn’t systematically interfere in Inuit culture. The military bases rather represented a small but powerful and isolated state of its own within the vast territory of Greenland. More important was coordination and agreement with the colonial power Denmark, which accepted, profited from, and accommodated to U.S. military colonialism in Greenland. Denmark may not have had much of an alternative. But, similar to the American influence and presence in Western Europe, this much stronger form of colonial endeavour was accomplished through consensus with the Danish government and authorities.

Science and technology played crucial parts in this power game and became means to pursue geopolitical interests in a very direct sense. Control and power in the Arctic regions required new scientific knowledge. Military operations, such as mobility, construction, communication, energy supply, maintenance, reconnaissance, and intelligence, represented totally new challenges in the Arctic environment compared to operations in known terrain and more moderate climates. Science therefore became an integral part of military operation. Furthermore, it
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served as a vehicle of transnational cooperation (with Denmark) and justification (to the local population and the wider public). The military interest in the science and technology in Greenland had a significant impact on the relevant scientific fields and disciplines. Arctic geophysical sciences and nuclear technology thrived. At the same time, these fields had to accommodate to military rules and culture, such as limited autonomy and strict classification measures. The U.S. military colonized the realm of these sciences, defined significant scientific problems and controlled scientific work.

U.S. territorial, political, and scientific colonialism in Greenland worked and prospered under geopolitical conditions of the Cold War, particularly at the height of international tensions in the 1950s and 60s. The colonial endeavour was largely “consensual” with Denmark as well as with the community of scientists, based on a common understanding of military threats and the role of the superpower USA in the Cold War and based on considerable financial rewards (in terms of research contracts).

Most historical studies portray post-war science as shaped by a largely coherent context of Cold War politics which laid the ground, shaped the structures, and paved the way for Cold War science as well as post-Cold War science. The Cold War context, however, was subject to change itself. While it proved predominant in the 1950s and 1960s, new contexts and motivations, notably environmentalism, have received much increased attention since the 1970s. Environmental change in the Arctic caused the Pentagon concern already by the late 1940s, when it became obvious that Arctic glaciers had lost size due to a warmer climate. Environmental interests began to play an increasingly predominant role in research efforts in Greenland particularly after 1970. Efforts in Arctic environmental research, such as glaciology and climate research, expanded considerably in the last two decades of the Cold War period. To a large degree they built on research efforts and infrastructures provided and supported by military ventures.

With regard to the impact of environmental concern on post-war science and technology, we are on less familiar ground. It is an open and as yet hardly investigated question to what extent environmental concern opened up new perspectives and contributed to shaping or reshaping research activities in the post-war period. Greenland represents an interesting

case. Military research activities in Greenland strongly affected the Arctic environment. At the same time, Greenland has a very sensitive environment, which was prone to being affected by global environmental change. It is as yet unclear what impact the rise of environmental concern among scientists, politicians, and the general public had on research efforts in Greenland, in which fields and when. Also repercussions from the ongoing military research activities are largely unknown. Some authors suspected that by ceding military funding scientists increasingly turned to environmental questions. Oceanography or ionospheric research may be proper examples.\textsuperscript{100} This may be an acceptable interpretation on a very broad scale. But it would be too simple to stick to such a sequential picture. In many instances, military and environmental concern and related research efforts coexisted at the same time, as in fields like climate research or glaciology.

Little is known however about the periods when predominant contexts and motivations shifted, such as the transition from science in the Cold War realm to science in the era of environmentalism. How did environmentalist scientists perceive military science and how did the administrators of military science respond to the challenges of environmentalism? To what extent did environmental interests profit from military endeavours and coexist with them peacefully, and to what extent did confrontations emerge? Military commanders had various options for coping with environmental demands, first by re-interpreting military research activities in the light of environmental concern, second by reshaping activities to accommodate environmental interests and, third, by expanding research activities in new environmentally-relevant research fields. To what extent, when, and in what ways did research planners take environmental interests into consideration? Can we observe shifts of perspective, changing narratives of presenting and interpreting research results, or even significant transformations of research activities? To what extent can military interest and environmental concern be described by coexistence, coordination, or confrontation? The history of geophysical research efforts in Greenland provides ample opportunities for exploring questions like these. Also, here, simple and general answers appear less likely than a complex pattern of findings for different periods and research fields.